FIRST OVER iiVJbiREST
tropics, where palm and coco-nut trees displace the oleander
and the olive, where miniature palaces of the purest white
marble take the place of the gaudy villa and resplendent hotel,
and where a cloudless sunlight shines over all and the waters
of the lake have the blue of the Dalmatian coast.
"Extremes meet in Udaipur. A few miles out is a wild and
lonely spot with a battlemented structure that looks out over
the jungle. Here at eventide comes scores of wild pigs to be
fed by custodians of the fort, a grunting, scrambling, squealing
mass of piggery, that fight and charge for the largest share in
the scattered grain, and having eaten their fill return to their
lair in the jungle.
"Time was getting on, the hot weather was upon us, and
we reluctantly had to make up our minds to quit this lotus-
eating existence amongst the principalities and peoples of India
and turn resolutely homewards. Fellowes and Mclntyre were
going by air, and so at Udaipur we separated, they making for
Karachi to follow the aerial route to England, I to Bombay and
the sea.
"It was a glorious May morning when they took off, circling
over the city and giving the inhabitants an object lesson in die
latest form of transport; they zoomed above the marble palaces
and die placid waters of the lakes, dipped in salute to the
Maharana, and then headed for the far West, whilst I turned
southward by rail to the gateway of India.
"Time did not permit us to take advantage of the many
offers of hospitality and invitations to visit other states and
ruling chiefs who so good-naturedly wished to do us honour,
but we had seen and experienced enough to form many
impressions, and none more vivid and convincing than those
governing aerial science in Hindustan.
"The moment is therefore opportune to give those impres-
sions for our aerial activities in India, and the surmounting of the
world's highest mountain from the air by all-British aircraft
and engines, had enabled us to form a definite opinion on the
future of aviation in India. Air is the universal element; fire
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